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Pentaho Data Integration Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2013

	The premier open source ETL tool is at your command with this recipe-packed cookbook. Learn to use data sources in Kettle, avoid pitfalls, and dig out the advanced features of Pentaho Data Integration the easy way.


	Overview

	
		Intergrate Kettle in integration with other components of the Pentaho Business...
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Beginning Windows 8 Application Development – XAML EditionApress, 2012

	Beginning Windows 8 Application Development – XAML Edition introduces you to the Windows 8 modern app design paradigm and the new Windows 8 programming model developed around this paradigm.  You'll learn to build rich, immersive applications designed to run on the many devices that will be powered by Windows 8.
...
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Analyzing Computer Security: A Threat / Vulnerability / Countermeasure ApproachPrentice Hall, 2011

	
		“In this book, the authors adopt a refreshingly new approach to explaining the intricacies of the security and privacy challenge that is particularly well suited to today’s cybersecurity challenges. Their use of the threat–vulnerability–countermeasure paradigm combined with...
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Learning Google Apps ScriptPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Gain insight into customizing and automating Google applications with JavaScript
	
		Create add-ons for Google Sheets, Docs, or Forms; automate your workflow; integrate with external APIs; and more.
	
		A step-by-step guide to building real-world solutions



	Book...
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Reproducible Research with R and R Studio (Chapman & Hall/CRC The R Series)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Bringing together computational research tools in one accessible source, Reproducible Research with R and RStudio guides you in creating dynamic and highly reproducible research. Suitable for researchers in any quantitative empirical discipline, it presents practical tools for data collection, data analysis, and the...
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Pentaho Kettle Solutions: Building Open Source ETL Solutions with Pentaho Data IntegrationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A complete guide to Pentaho Kettle, the Pentaho Data lntegration toolset for ETL


	This practical book is a complete guide to installing, configuring, and managing Pentaho Kettle. If you’re a database administrator or developer, you’ll first get up to speed on Kettle basics and how to apply Kettle to create ETL...
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Pro Android with Kotlin: Developing Modern Mobile AppsApress, 2018

	
		
			Develop Android apps with Kotlin to create more elegant programs than the Java equivalent. This book covers the various aspects of a modern Android app that professionals are expected to encounter. There are chapters dealing with all the important aspects of the Android platform, including GUI design, file- and...
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Cloud Computing: Web-Based Dynamic IT ServicesSpringer, 2011

	Cloud computing is on everyone’s lips: as an innovative technology, as the next
	generation of the Internet, as a fundamental transformation of the entire IT landscape,
	and as an auspicious opportunity to introduce new business ideas. But what is
	actually at the heart of this notion?


	As a result of the multi-faceted...
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Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service ProvidersSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Federal Cloud Computing: The Definitive Guide for Cloud Service Providers offers an in-depth look at topics surrounding federal cloud computing within the federal government, including the Federal Cloud Computing Strategy, Cloud Computing Standards, Security and Privacy, and Security Automation.


	You will learn the basics of...
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Getting Started with HazelcastPackt Publishing, 2013

	An easy-to-follow and hands-on introduction to the highly scalable data distribution system, Hazelcast, and its advanced features.


	Overview

	
		Understand how to revolutionize the way you share data across your application
	
		A one-stop guide to this bleeding edge technology
	
		Store...
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Docker for Data Science: Building Scalable and Extensible Data Infrastructure Around the Jupyter Notebook ServerApress, 2017

	Learn Docker "infrastructure as code" technology to define a system for performing standard but non-trivial data tasks on medium- to large-scale data sets, using Jupyter as the master controller.





	It is not uncommon for a real-world data set to fail to be easily managed. The set may not fit well into access memory or...
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Foundations Of Algorithms Using C++ PseudocodeJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2003

	This third edition of Foundations of Algorithms Using C++ Pseudocode retains the features that made the second edition successful. As in the second edition, we still use pseudocode and not actual C++ code. The presentation of complex algorithms using all the details of any programming language would...
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